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Abstract 
 

Existing interest rates imply explosive debt dynamics for Brazil. Brazil also faces rising 
inflation from earlier currency depreciations, which could trigger future depreciation. 
These conditions impose a policy contradiction. Brazil needs lower interest rates for debt 
sustainability and growth, but tight monetary policy to avoid exchange rate depreciation 
and inflation. The paper develops a strategy to escape this contradiction. Policy must 
bolster investor confidence to lower external interest rates, lower domestic interest rates 
to reduce debt service burdens, and implement domestic credit creation controls to 
control inflation. 
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I Brazil’s macroeconomic policy at a crossroads 
 
 Taking office in January 2003, President Lula da Silva inherited a difficult 

economic situation marked by great uncertainty following the financial crisis of 2002. 

Fortunately, in the first six months of the new president’s term, financial markets have 

responded positively. The Real has rebounded from its crisis over-shoot, and the strength 

of Brazil’s currency and stock market is being interpreted as a sign that current 

macroeconomic policy is working. To some, the implication is that Brazil only needs to 

stay the course with its existing regime of tight money. 

This paper argues that this position is mistaken, and that the existing policy 

configuration cannot achieve economic growth. At best, it can ensure financial stability. 

However, more likely, it will result in stagnation that is ultimately joined by renewed 

financial crisis. Brazil must therefore adopt a new monetary policy mix that enables it to 

escape the debt constraint on growth. Analytically, this constraint can be understood 

through the highly indebted developing country trilemma which has countries grappling 

to control the exchange rate and external interest rate, the domestic inflation rate, and 

debt sustainability. Escaping the trilemma calls for an external financial strategy that 

bolsters investor confidence, domestic credit creation controls that keep the lid on 

inflation, and lower domestic interest rates that ensure debt sustainability.  

Turning to specifics, the recent strength of the Real is a welcome development, 

and one that the paper is supportive of – provided it does not go too far. But that strength 

must be capitalized upon. At this stage, the strong real should be used as occasion to twist 

Brazil’s debt structure by reducing the extent of foreign currency denominated and 

indexed debt, and replacing it with pure domestic debt. In addition, domestic interest 
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rates must be brought down. Absent this, Brazil’s economy stands to be impaled by the 

twin forces of a strengthening exchange rate and a high cost of capital. The former stands 

to reduce exports, raise imports, and undermine investment by lowering manufacturing 

profitability: the latter stands to compound investment spending weakness by imposing 

too high a required rate of return.  

Finally, in twisting the debt structure and lowering domestic interest rates, there 

remains the persistent danger of inflation. Higher inflation could derail the proposed 

policy shift by causing renewed currency weakness. This would raise the domestic 

currency burden of Brazil’s foreign currency linked debts, inflicting damage on both the 

public and private sectors. The recent strength of the Real has reduced inflation pressures, 

creating an opportune moment for initiating a changed stance of monetary policy. 

However, to the extent that inflationary fears persist, the paper recommends adoption of a 

new form of credit regulation based on asset based reserve requirements. Such regulation 

can control inflation without recourse to high domestic interest rates, thereby enabling 

Brazil to have low inflation, a stable currency, and domestic economic expansion. 

II Outline of the paper 

 The argument for the proposed new policy configuration is developed in stages. 

Section III focuses on the problem of debt instability, which persists despite the current 

strength of the Real and stock market. Brazil’s implied debt dynamics cannot be solved 

by additional fiscal austerity and a higher primary budget surplus.1 Instead, additional 

austerity risks compounding existing domestic demand weakness, while not tackling the 

root problem of excessively high interest rates.  

                                                 
1 However, there is a case for fiscal reform to remedy perverse inequities, to free up funds for spending on 
high social priorities, and to set the stage for better management of the budget over the full course of the 
business cycle. 
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Section IV describes the composition of Brazil’s public debt, which is both 

foreign and domestic currency denominated. In addition, there are significant private 

sector foreign currency debts. Section V then explores the policy contradiction imposed 

by Brazil’s debt composition. On one hand Brazil needs lower interest rates to restore 

debt sustainability, but on the other hand it needs tight money to guard against a vicious 

cycle of exchange rate depreciation and inflation. This contradiction points to the need 

for a coordinated external and internal financial strategy. The external strategy must bring 

down the cost of foreign borrowing, while maintaining confidence in the exchange rate. 

The internal strategy must lower domestic interest rates, while keeping the lid on 

inflation. 

Section V then develops a multiple equilibrium model of international financial 

markets, and argues Brazil is trapped in the bad high interest rate equilibrium. Section VI 

builds on this analysis, and develops an external financial strategy for escaping the pull of 

this bad equilibrium. Section VII then turns to the development of an internal financial 

strategy for lowering domestic interest rates. The combined external – internal financial 

strategy mix can be viewed as a means of escaping the highly indebted developing 

country trilemma whereby countries grapple to control the exchange rate and external 

interest rate, the domestic inflation rate, and debt sustainability.  

III The algebra of debt instability 

The unsustainability of Brazil’s existing financial condition can be seen through a 

simple model of debt algebra. Such a model shows that existing real interest rates imply 

an exploding trajectory for the debt-to-GDP ratio that must eventually lead to default. 

The growth of the debt-to-GDP ratio is given by 
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(1) gD/Y = gD – gY 

where gD/Y = growth of debt to income ratio, gD = growth of debt, and gY = growth of real 

GDP. The growth of the debt is given by 

(2) gD = i + d/D 

where i = real interest rate on debt, d = primary budget deficit, and D = national debt. 

This can in turn be written as 

(3) gD = i + [d/Y].[Y/D] 

where d/Y = primary budget deficit as a percent of GDP, and Y/D = GDP to debt ratio. 

Substituting (3) in (1) yields 

(4) gD/Y = i + [d/Y].[Y/D] – gY 

For the case of Brazil i = 18%, d/Y = -3.75%, Y/D = 1.67 , and gY  = 3.5%. If the debt-to-

GDP ratio is to be stabilized (i.e gD/Y = 0), the real interest rate must fall to 9.75%. If real 

GDP growth falls to 2%, then the real interest rate must fall to 8%.2 

The above simple debt – GDP algebra reveals that Brazil’s problem is one of 

excessively high interest rates. Brazil has a primary budget surplus, a reasonable real 

growth rate, and a debt-to GDP ratio that is still within sustainable bounds. The one 

parameter that is out of balance is the interest rate. Given current real interest rates of 

12% and an optimistic projected growth rate of 3.5%, the primary budget surplus must 

rise to 5.1% of GDP just to maintain the existing debt-to-GDP ratio. Yet, such a level of 

surplus will likely trigger economic stagnation, and it also risks engendering adverse 

political consequences from the implied cuts in government spending. In other words, 

sticking with the current policy may yield short term financial stability, but it is unlikely 

to generate economic growth and it also stands to be joined later by renewed financial 
                                                 
2 Similar arguments to these are presented by Weisbrot and Baker (2002). 
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instability. 

IV The composition of Brazil’s debt: why Brazil cannot ignore international 

financial markets 

The above analysis of Brazil’s debt dynamics makes no distinction between 

internal and external debt. This raises the question of whether Brazil can pursue a “go it 

alone” policy that disregards international financial markets. Were its debt purely 

domestic in character, Brazil would be able unilaterally to use domestic monetary policy 

to lower interest rates – just as the U.S. has done. However, Brazil’s debt is a complicated 

mix of conventional domestic currency denominated debt, domestic currency debt that is 

indexed to the exchange rate, and foreign currency denominated debt. These features 

mean that the exchange rate and the confidence of international investors are critical for 

the success of monetary policy. In effect, Brazil is handcuffed by external constraints, 

and hence the necessity of an external strategy. 

Table 1 shows the composition of Brazil’s public debt. 3 Brazil’s public debt-to-

GDP ratio stands at 60%. Of this total, 40% is traditional domestic currency denominated 

debt, 30% is domestic currency debt that is indexed to the exchange rate, and 30% is 

foreign currency denominated debt. This means that 60% of the total public debt is 

affected by the exchange rate, and 70% of the debt has its interest rate determined by 

domestic market rates. Hence, the need for an internal and external interest rate strategy. 

Table 2 shows the composition of Brazil’s external debt. The total value of 

                                                 
3  Debt figures are based on “Brazil – Letter of Intent: Memorandum of Economic and Financial Policies, 
and Technical Memorandum of Understanding” June 5, 2002 signed with the IMF (available at 
http://www.imf.org/external/NP/LOI/2002/bra/02index.htm).  
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external debt is $210 billon or 41% of GDP.4 Of this total foreign debt, 45% is 

attributable to public sector borrowing and 55% is attributable to private sector 

borrowing. The significance of this is that both the public and private sectors stand to be 

negatively impacted by exchange rate depreciation. 

V Policy implications: why Brazil must watch inflation and the exchange rate 

 The composition of Brazil’s debt has critical policy implications. The large 

amount of foreign and exchange rate indexed debt means that investor confidence is 

critical. If investors lose confidence and exit, this will cause immediate large exchange 

rate depreciation that impacts both the public and private sectors. Regarding the public 

sector, it will cause an increase in the burden of the foreign currency denominated public 

debt, and it will also increase that part of the domestic currency denominated public debt 

that is indexed to the exchange rate. For the private sector, it will increase the burden of 

foreign currency denominated borrowings. Private sector firms located in the export 

sector would be protected as their earnings are denominated in foreign currency terms. 

However, private sector firms producing for the domestic market and which have 

borrowed abroad to finance the purchase of imported capital goods, could face 

bankruptcy. 

In addition to these negative “balance sheet” impacts, exchange rate depreciation 

would have negative “inflation” impacts owing to exchange rate pass-through. Increased 

inflation would be economically deleterious for several reasons. First, inflation is bad for 

working people. Money is an important store of value for the poor, and the value of 

money is eroded by inflation. Second, wage increases tend to lag inflation, so that rising 

                                                 
4 Given the sharp depreciation of the Brazilian real over the second half of 2002, the foreign debt has likely 
increased as a share of GDP. 
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inflation effectively lowers real wages. Third, inflation makes lenders less willing to lend 

long, and therefore tends to undermine the market for long term finance. This is a market 

that Brazil needs to develop, and undermining it runs counter to Brazil’s development 

goals. Fourth, higher inflation stands to cause further exchange rate weakness to the 

extent that investors sell Brazil’s currency to avoid being saddled with depreciation 

losses, thereby engendering more pass-through inflation and also raising the burden of 

foreign currency denominated debts. 

This inflation, debt burden, exchange rate nexus is illustrated in figure 1. 

Effectively there is a danger of a vicious cycle, with exchange rate depreciation triggering 

rising inflation and increased debt burdens, and rising inflation and higher debt burdens 

then spurring further exchange rate depreciation. These conditions imply a policy 

contradiction. On one hand, Brazil needs lower interest rates to restore debt 

sustainability, yet on the other hand it needs tight monetary policy and high interest rates 

to head off a vicious cycle of exchange rate depreciation and inflation.  

To escape this contradiction, the paper develops an unorthodox two part monetary 

strategy. The external component of the strategy focuses on escaping a high interest rate 

equilibrium trap in international financial markets through new measures to instill 

investor confidence. Moreover, the strengthening of the Real in the first half of 2003 

provides the perfect platform from which to implement these new policies. The internal 

component of the strategy lowers domestic interest rates to reduce the burden of servicing 

the public debt, while imposing domestic credit creation controls to prevent a resurgence 

of inflation that could undermine investor confidence and trigger exchange rate 

depreciation.  
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VI Brazil and international financial markets: a problem of multiple equilibrium5 

Brazil’s foreign interest rate problem can be interpreted in terms of a model of 

multiple equilibria, with Brazil now being stuck in the bad equilibrium with high interest 

rates. Because interest rates are high, investors expect a greater likelihood of Brazilian 

default, and because they hold such expectations they need a high interest rate to 

compensate them for bearing the risk of default. In this fashion, expectations sustain the 

bad equilibrium. The policy challenge is how to move financial markets from the “bad” 

high interest rate equilibrium to the “good” low interest rate equilibrium. 

A formal model of multiple equilibria is developed in the appendix. Figure 2 

displays a graphical analogue of the model. The horizontal axis displays the domestic 

market interest rate (i), while the vertical axis displays the return on foreign investments 

(1+i*+z) and domestic financial investments (E(R)). The risk adjusted return on foreign 

investments is described by the horizontal line equal to 1+i*+z. The non-linear wave 

function, E(R), describes the expected return on domestic Brazilian bonds. In equilibrium 

the expected return on Brazilian domestic financial investments must equal the risk 

adjusted return in global markets. 

The expected return function is highly non-linear with respect to the domestic 

interest rate, and figure 2 shows the case where it partakes of a wave motion. Initially, a 

higher domestic interest rate raises the expected return on Brazilian assets. However, as 

interest rates rise, this pulls down the expected return owing to increased bankruptcy risk 

from higher debt service burdens. As the interest rate continues to rise, the expected 

return function may increase, perhaps because government moves to increase the primary 

                                                 
5  This section is based on the model presented in Palley (2002). That model is derived from the description 
of Brazil’s  
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surplus. But further rises in the interest rate then bring about a decline in the expected 

return as unstable debt dynamics kick in. 

There are four equilibria in figure 2. Equilibrium A is the stable “good” 

equilibrium with low interest rates. Equilibrium B has a low interest rate but is unstable. 

Equilibrium C is the stable “bad” equilibrium with high interest rates, and equilibrium D 

is the unstable high interest rate equilibrium. Brazil can be thought of as trapped in the 

bad high interest rate equilibrium given by C or D. The policy challenge is to move the 

economy to A. 

Figure 3 shows how exogenous shocks originating in the global financial center 

can negatively impact periphery countries such as Brazil. In figure 3 the external interest 

rate increases, perhaps as a result of tightening of monetary policy in the U.S. by the 

Federal Reserve. If the tightening is sufficiently strong, a developing country could 

potentially be driven from the good low interest rate equilibrium at A to the bad high 

interest rate equilibrium at C. An interesting feature is that when rates in the center come 

down again, the developing country remains trapped in the bad equilibrium.  

This scenario can reasonably be interpreted to apply to Brazil. In 1997 the East 

Asian financial crisis caused an increase in the risk premium, z, demanded by global 

investors. This in turn shifted up the required rate of return (i* + z), though this shift was 

mitigated by the Federal Reserve’s lowering of rates to counter the crisis. The Fed’s 

actions helped keep the U.S. economic boom going, but they also meant that 

subsequently (July 1999) the Fed started raising interest rates, thereby driving up the 

externally available interest rate, i*. Moreover, these adverse developments were 

compounded by appreciation of the U.S. dollar during this period. This caused Brazil’s 
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national debt to increase since much of it is either dollar denominated or indexed to the 

dollar. In effect, dollar appreciation served to push the E(R) function down, compounding 

the effect of investors’ rising required rate of return. 

VII An external monetary strategy to address Brazil’s external debt problem 

The above multiple equilibrium interpretation identifies Brazil’s predicament. The 

challenge is how to bring down external interest rates. George Soros (2002) has proposed 

that the IMF issue some form of price guarantee to holders of Brazilian debt.  

“The challenge would be how to bring interest rates down to that level. That might 
require some international credit enhancements or guarantees, and the task would be to 
find the right instruments that keep the real risks as distinct from moral hazard within 
tolerable bounds (Financial Times, August 13, 2002.) 
 
This would have the effect of increasing the expected return to Brazilian debt, reducing 

perceived default risk. In terms of the model, it would shift up the E(R) function as is 

illustrated in figure 4. 

 A second Soros suggestion is that the central banks of center countries accept 

Brazilian government paper at their discount windows (On Globalization, p. 136). In 

terms of the above model, it would have the effect of shifting up the E(R) function. The 

reason is that it would increase the perceived liquidity of Brazilian paper to international 

investors since they would be able to use such paper as collateral at pre-set prices with 

center country central banks. 

Another idea that has been proposed by Lerrick and Meltzer (2001), in connection 

with the discussion surrounding bailouts, is that the IMF should set a floor to the price of 

country debt. In times of crisis, rather than bailing out countries, the IMF would establish 

a facility allowing countries to buy their own debt at the deeply discounted floor price. 

This would provide support to bond prices, set a ceiling on interest rates, help retire part 
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of a country’s debt at below par prices, and give collateral to the IMF in the form of an 

asset traded on financial markets rather than the un-tradable promise of repayment it 

currently gets.  

The Lerrick - Meltzer proposal is intended to provide an alternative orderly means 

of handling financial crises. However, in a multiple equilibrium model a similar 

mechanism can be used to free economies from the pull of a bad equilibrium before a 

crisis has taken hold. An announced guarantee floor price would effectively increase the 

value of the default state payment, thereby raising the E(R) function. By simply setting 

up a facility to support an announced guaranteed floor price for Brazilian bonds, the IMF 

could potentially free Brazil from the high interest rate equilibrium in which it is trapped. 

In a world of expectations driven multiple equilibria, this might even be accomplished 

without actually buying any bonds.  

The above arguments identify high interest rates as the cause of Brazil’s financial 

crisis, with high interest rates driving a process of unsustainable debt dynamics. These 

debt dynamics have also impacted Brazil’s exchange rate dynamics, with unsustainable 

debt leading to capital flight that depreciates the exchange rate. And exchange rate 

depreciation in turn generates worsened debt dynamics because a significant portion of 

Brazil’s debt is foreign currency denominated or indexed to the dollar. 

This pattern has important policy implications. Too much attention has been 

focused on the exchange rate, and scarce foreign currency has been wasted defending it. 

Exchange rate weakness is a symptom of the problem, not the cause. The real problem is 

expectations of default created by high interest rates. This suggests that Brazil’s monetary 

authorities should mount a “bear squeeze” in Brazilian debt markets. Rather than giving 
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Brazil $30 billion in dribs and drabs, the IMF should give Brazil $30 billion in one shot 

to buy up foreign currency denominated Brazilian debt. This would drive bond prices up 

and interest rates down. Contrastingly, giving the money in small chunks will result in it 

bleeding away without changing market expectations. 

In addition, given the strength of the Real which has reduced the value of foreign 

currency indexed domestic bonds, the monetary authority should now buy these bonds. 

These purchases can in turn be sterilized by sales of pure domestic currency bonds. This 

measure would eliminate a major source of domestic financial fragility, whereby the 

Brazilian domestic debt burden can be whip-sawed by foreign exchange movements. 

These indexed bonds are a hang-over from mistaken earlier “nominal anchor” anti-

inflation policies that purchased lower inflation at the cost of massively increased 

domestic financial fragility. 

VIII An internal monetary strategy for Brazil’s internal debt problem 

A successful external strategy can bring down Brazil’s external interest rate. 

Moreover, to the extent that investors feel more confident about Brazil, this will tend to 

appreciate the exchange rate, thereby reducing that part of the public debt that is indexed 

to the exchange rate. However, Brazil also needs to bring down domestic interest rates. 

Falling yields on the external debt will make domestic assets more attractive, 

generating some portfolio substitution that will automatically drive down domestic 

interest rates. However, more may be needed. To this end, the central bank could lower 

its own short term interest rate, and it could also create a bear squeeze in domestic bond 

markets by buying up non-dollar indexed domestic currency denominated debt. Doing so 

would send a signal to the market that they expect bond prices to rise, and they also 
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expect the exchange rate to rise – which is why they are not buying dollar indexed debt 

on which they would incur large capital losses.  

How low the Brazilian monetary authorities should push the domestic interest is a 

judgment resting on a difficult trade-off. A higher domestic interest will tend to 

appreciate the exchange rate, thereby lowering the value of that part of the debt that is 

dollar indexed or denominated in dollars. Moreover, a higher exchange rate is also anti-

inflationary. Balanced against this, a lower interest rate lowers interest payments on the 

domestic currency denominated debt, and it is also good for aggregate demand and the 

real economy.  

Inflation is a second critical element in the calculus of domestic interest rate 

policy. It is critical that Brazil avoid higher inflation, both because of its negative impacts 

on working people and because of its negative impact on international financial markets. 

If these markets perceive that Brazilian inflation is about to take off, they will start selling 

Brazilian financial assets. This will depreciate the exchange rate and drive up the Brazil’s 

borrowing rate in international markets. In effect, lack of attention to the inflationary 

impacts of expansionary domestic monetary policy rates could take back the space won 

by a successful external strategy. 

Yet, Brazil also needs lower domestic rates to lower the interest burden on the 

70% of its public debt that is denominated in domestic currency terms. In effect, Brazil is 

stuck in what can be termed “the highly indebted developing country” trilemma. This 

trilemma is illustrated in figure 5.A. The manner in which debt is denominated means 

that Brazil must watch the exchange rate. It is also concerned about inflation, both 

because of its adverse internal effects and because of its adverse impact on the exchange 
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rate. Finally, Brazil is concerned with the public finance burden of servicing the domestic 

public debt, and this makes it problematic to use high interest rates to combat incipient 

inflation. 

Can this trilemma be solved? The answer is yes. An appropriate external strategy 

that shifts Brazil to the low interest rate equilibrium can strengthen the exchange rate and 

lower the burden of the foreign currency denominated debt. Lower domestic interest rates 

can then lower the burden of the domestic currency debt. However, lowering domestic 

interest rates risks triggering domestic credit expansion and inflation. To prevent this 

outcome, Brazil’s monetary authorities need to restrict domestic credit expansion. This 

last “unorthodox” element is missing in Brazil’s current domestic monetary policy 

deliberations. In its absence, the trilemma cannot be resolved.  

Given this Brazil should move to establish domestic credit creation controls. In 

particular, Brazil should consider imposing a system of asset based reserve requirements 

(ABRR) under which reserve requirement holdings are imposed on financial intermediary 

asset holdings. The full details and economic logic of ABRR are described in Palley 

(2000). In the current application, holdings of Brazilian government bonds would be 

zero-rated so as to keep down the interest rate. However, bank loans would carry positive 

reserve requirements so as to raise the cost of such loans and discourage excessive 

domestic credit creation. In this fashion, the inflation threat can be dealt with, and the 

trilemma is resolved as shown in figure 5.B. 

Finally, in addition to the above interest rate policy measures, Brazil should make 

two structural changes to its debt management policies. First, all new Brazilian debt and 

roll-overs of existing should include a call feature allowing for early redemption. This 
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would send another clear signal that the authorities anticipate interest rates will come 

down. Second, Brazil should permanently abandon the practice of indexing its public 

debt to the exchange rate. This practice has some parallels with dollarization, and as with 

dollarization, it has created enormous financial fragility. In the absence of capital 

controls, Brazil cannot reliably control its exchange rate. This means that exchange rate 

indexing means makes the public debt susceptible to massive expansion from exchange 

rate depreciation, as has happened. Debt expansion has in turn created twin fears of 

default and inflation, leading to further exchange rate weakness. Put bluntly, Brazil 

cannot issue dollars, and it should therefore never tie its internal financial liability 

structure to the dollar.  

IX Conclusion: growth with financial stability 

Brazil is currently trapped in a high interest rate “bad” equilibrium. The existing 

monetary policy mix has produced financial stability, but it is unlikely to produce growth. 

Moreover, because the debt dynamics implied by current interest rates are unsustainable, 

financial instability and the possibility of default will likely re-appear if policy remains 

unchanged.  

The policy program described in the current paper offers a plausible escape that 

can generate growth with financial stability. An external strategy aimed at pulling Brazil 

from the high interest rate equilibrium to the low interest rate equilibrium can lower the 

cost of foreign borrowing and appreciate the exchange rate. This will help restore debt 

sustainability, and also lower inflation. Appropriate domestic monetary policy can lower 

the domestic interest rate, thereby reducing the domestic debt service burden and 

solidifying debt sustainability. Finally, appropriately structured credit creation controls 
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can guard against the inflationary consequence that may follow from lower domestic 

interest rates, thereby ensuring the viability of the external strategy. 

So much remains to be done in Brazil regarding matters of income distribution 

and social policy. However, it will be hard to make progress on these issues until Brazil 

escapes the debt constraint on growth. Existing policy recommendations do not remove 

this constraint, and it is for this reason that the new government should embrace a new 

path for monetary policy. 
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Appendix 

The appendix describes a model of multiple equilibrium in the market for Brazilian debt. 
Holders of Brazilian debt need to earn a risk adjusted expected return equal to that which 
they could earn on other international investments, implying the following condition 
 
(A.1) 1 + i* + z = E(R)  
 
where i* = foreign interest rate, z = risk premium required for investing in Brazil, and 
E(R) = expected return to investments in Brazil. The expected return to Brazilian 
investments is given by 
                        +   ? -    +     ? ? 
(A.2) E(R) = p(i, d(i), D/Y, e(i,..),..)X + [1 – p(i, d(i), D/Y, e(i,..)..)][1 + i]          
  
where p(.) = probability of default, X = payment in default state, i = Brazilian real 
domestic interest rate, e = real exchange rate. An increase in e represents an appreciation 
of the Brazilian currency. The probability of default is such that 0 < p < 1, and the default 
payment is such that 0 < X < 1. Signs above functional arguments represent assumed 
signs of partial derivatives. An increase in the Brazilian domestic interest rate increases 
the probability of default by increasing the government’s debt service burden. An 
increase in the primary deficit has an ambiguous effect. On one hand there is a positive 
Keynesian aggregate demand effect, but on the other hand it adds to the government’s 
indebtedness. The primary deficit may also be negatively impacted by higher interest 
rates, with the government being forced to cut back spending as rates rise. The impact of 
the real exchange rate on the probability of default is ambiguous. On one hand an 
appreciation reduces the debt burden since much Brazilian debt is indexed to the dollar, 
but on the other hand it reduces aggregate demand and economic activity by reducing net 
exports. Finally, the impact of the domestic interest rate on the exchange rate is 
ambiguous. The expected return function described by (A.2) is therefore highly non-
linear, and can partake of a wave motion such as drawn in figure 1. 

 
The model is closed by adding a dynamic interest rate adjustment mechanism 

given by 
 
(A.3) di/dt = f(1 + i* + z – E(R))                                           f(0) = 0, f’ > 0, f” > 0 
 
If the return on foreign assets exceeds the risk adjusted expected return on Brazilian 
assets, the Brazilian domestic interest rate rises as agents sell Brazilian assets to buy 
foreign assets. Equation (A.3) therefore ensures that if E(R) > 1 + i* + z investors buy 
Brazilian debt driving up its price and lowering its interest rate. The reverse holds if  
E(R) > 1 + i* + z. However, whether E(R) converges to 1 + i* + z depends on how the 
expected return responds to changes in the domestic interest rate. 

 
Guaranteeing the size of the payment in the default state, as has been suggested 

by George Soros (200), is equivalent to increasing the value of X. As illustrated in figure 
4, this shifts up the E(R) function. If the increase is sufficiently large it can enable escape 
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from the bad equilibrium at C to the good equilibrium at A. 
 
A second proposal by George Soros is that G-7 central banks accept Brazilian 

government paper at their discount windows (On Globalization, p. 136). This would have 
the effect of increasing the perceived liquidity of Brazilian paper to international 
investors because they would always be able to use it as collateral at pre-agreed prices 
with center country central banks. In effect, such a measure would also shift up the E(R) 
function.  
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                                                                               % of GDP            Share of Public debt 
 
Conventional domestic currency debt                       23.5%                             40% 
 
Exchange rate indexed domestic currency debt         18.0%                            30% 
 
Foreign currency denominated debt                           18.5%                            30% 
 
Total public debt                                                          60.0%                         100% 
 
 
Table 1  Decomposition of Brazil’s public debt. Source: IMF Letter of  Intent, June 5, 
2002 and author’s calculations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                       U.S. dollars       % of  GDP     Share of external debt       
 
Public sector external debt              $95 billion               18.5%                   45%                          
 
Private sector external debt           $115 billion                22.5%                  55%                           
 
Total external  debt                       $210 billion                41.0%                  100%                             
 
 
Table 2.  Decomposition of Brazil’s external debt. Source: IMF Letter of  Intent, June 5, 
2002 and author’s calculations. 
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Inflation, Higher Debt Burdens Exchange Rate 

Figure 1.  Brazil’s inflation, debt burden, exchange 
rate nexus. 
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Figure 2  Multiple equilibrium in the domestic 
bond market. 
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Figure 3  Effect of a rise in foreign interest rates 
which can shift the economy from the good to 
the bad equilibrium. 
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Figure 4  Effect of an increase in the default payment which 
shifts up the E(R) function and can shift the economy to the 
good equilibrium. 
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Exchange rate/ 
external interest rate 

Inflation Debt sustainability 

Figure 5.A   The highly indebted developing country 
trilemma. 

Raise international 
investor confidence 

Exchange rate/ 
external interest rate 
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Domestic credit 
creation controls 

Lower domestic 
interest rates 

Figure 5.B  Policy mix for resolving the highly indebted 
developing country trilemma. 


